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Abstract. We present the main features of a system designed to support the development and delivery of web applications through concepts
for modularity, reuse and rapid prototyping. The system is based on
an extended object-oriented database system that manages both application data and publishing information in terms of content, structure
and presentation. The process of information delivery uses dynamically
generated XML documents for both content and presentation based on
state-dependent composition of components and templates.

1

Introduction

Although a large variety of tools and technologies are available to support
the publishing of static and dynamic data on the web, many of these lack a
well-deﬁned declarative model. The focus of many commercial systems such as
[Inc00,Cor01,AG02] has instead been to oﬀer sophisticated tools and architectures for delivering the information in a fast and scalable way. Although they
oﬀer component reuse, they do not rely on an explicit model, but rather on
speciﬁcations and usage guidelines drawn from experience gained in commercial
projects.
Within the research community, this problem has already been identiﬁed and
a number of models and systems [FFK+ 97,FLM98,MAM+ 98,BCF00] have been
proposed that exploit knowledge gained over many years in the database and
hypertext ﬁelds. These systems use structured data models for modelling both
the underlying data and the web site itself. Most of them use a data model
very close to relational databases and an SQL ﬂavour to communicate with the
database. They oﬀer a general modelling and querying schema for the web and
WebML [BCF00] even deﬁnes a powerful and detailed model for the application
visual interface.
In contrast, our work focuses on the construction and management of web
applications, rather than purely with design. Flexibility is a major requirement
in such applications and a strict database-like environment for the structure and
presentation of the site proves to be quite limiting. We want to parameterise the
structure and presentation of the contents to enable the ﬂexible and dynamic
composition of pages in a state-dependent manner according to user interaction
or development prescriptions.
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Based on our experience in developing small to medium web-sites and experience working with a major content management system [Cor01], we believe that
the design and implementation methodologies in such projects are of great importance. Many projects failures are caused by the lack of detailed requirements
and their inappropriate late adaptation to the web environment. Additionally,
customers often desire a running prototype even before contracting the project.
We therefore advocate the use of ﬂexible prototyping tools that support the
entire development process, while ensuring the scalability of the approach.
Our approach was to integrate full web publishing support for both static
and dynamic web sites into the OMS Pro object-oriented data management
system [Wue00,KNW98]. The resulting OMSwe system was able to exploit both
the semantically rich object model on which OMS Pro is based and its support
for rapid prototyping. Our aim was to keep the model both simple and ﬂexible,
introducing a minimum number of new concepts into the system. It was also
important that the system could be used either to develop new web sites from
scratch or to publish existing databases on the web [NS96]. In this paper, we
present the main features of OMSwe. We begin in Section 2 with a discussion of
how XML technologies are used within the system. Section 3 then introduces the
concepts of contents and templates which represent the logical components of web
pages and their presentations, respectively. Section 4 describes the representation
of state and support for context-dependent delivery of information. Concluding
remarks are given in Section 5.

2

Use of XML Technologies

XML technologies are used extensively in the web publishing world to support
both the re-use of content and context-dependent delivery [Gol02]. Content may
be represented as XML documents and selected content and presentation generated through the use of XSLT templates and transformers. Universal client access
is achieved by generating diﬀerent XML formats such as XHTML for desktop
browsers, WML for WAP-enabled phones and VoiceXML for speech phones.
Existing approaches tend to be document rather than information based.
The concepts at the information level are primarily document concepts of text,
image, video, URL etc. and document structure (chapter, section, paragraph
etc.). The lack of semantic information makes it diﬃcult to ensure consistency
and to link pieces of content together that represent the same logical entity. For
example, if information about a person appears on several pages of a web site,
the content editor has to manually keep track of the fact that the associated
content actually belongs together as a semantic unit. If information about a
person is updated, or even the entire person deleted, it is diﬃcult to track where
to make the necessary changes and tedious to make them.
We instead manage information about logical entities as database objects and
dynamically generate XML documents to represent particular context-dependent
views on those entities. This approach facilitates changes, avoids inconsistencies
and promotes further forms of modularity and reuse.
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We therefore had to integrate an XML generator into OMS Pro to publish
database objects as XML. The key constructs of the OMS Pro model include
collections for the classiﬁcation of objects and associations over collections to
represent relationships between objects. Multiple instantiation and classiﬁcation
is supported and objects can be accessed through a particular type to create a
type view of the object. A general OMS XML schema deﬁnes the XML representation of OMS objects and options control such things as the type view and
the inclusion of associated objects as child elements. An application developer
also has the option to deﬁne a speciﬁc XML format. Note that all data in OMS,
inclusive of operations and metadata, is represented as objects and can therefore
be exported as XML using the general purpose OMS XML schema.

3

Contents & Components

Rather than specifying pages, the model uses the notion of components to deﬁne
abstractions for content and its structure. Complex nested structures can be deﬁned through component composition. A component deﬁnes slots as extension
points which can then be used to dynamically bind it to other component instances. Thus a page is a root component that includes further data or structural
components. Every page, or part of it, is dynamically composed from component
instances that best match the current context as deﬁned by the request state.
Furthermore links can be deﬁned for each component. Links are the state
deﬁnition for the next request. These deﬁnitions are subject to an inheritance
mechanism to allow the creation of links to components which have parent components that are unknown to the component generating the link. In this way,
a component that is part of a page can link to a similar page that inherits the
parent state and diﬀers only in one subcomponent or its behaviour.
Components play the role of the controller according to the MVC pattern
[GHJV95]. As described in the next section, they are context-aware and adapt to
the current situation. Components are the content producers that are visualised
by associated templates that are also subject to context controls.

4

Context & State

A general model of context enables applications to deﬁne their context state in
terms of a set of characteristic variables. These variables are speciﬁed in the
conﬁguration object for the application, along with a set of default values. Our
model is similar to that described for semi-structured data in [SG02].
Since we want both content and presentation to be context-dependent, we use
a web element to represent an element of web component speciﬁcation, whether it
is a speciﬁcation of content or presentation. A web element is actually deﬁned by
a set of webElement objects with the same alias and type (content or template),
but diﬀerent activation contexts. An activation context deﬁnes the set of context
states in which the webElement can be used and it is speciﬁed in terms of a set
of characteristics and a valid time interval.
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For a given request, the particular webElement object used depends on a
best match between the current context state and the characteristics and valid
timespans of the set of webElements with the speciﬁed alias. The speciﬁcation
of defaults means that there is always at least one webElement that matches.

5

Concluding Remarks

We have described the main concepts integrated into the object data management system OMS Pro to provide full web publishing support. A notion of components as well-deﬁned typed abstractions was introduced and these can either
be bound to data or deﬁne structures which can be parameterised through the
concept of slots. The generation of content, structure and presentation may all
be subject to context-dependent factors. The resulting OMSwe system is wellsuited to prototyping due to its ﬂexibility and associated development tools. The
prototyping data can either serve as a skeleton to build up a production scalable
site, or, in the case of smaller applications, form the basis of an operational site.
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